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 Remote sensing from the Earth’s orbit – Suomi NPP -> VIIRS 
database

 In-situ measurements by sophisticated devices (SQM, 
fisheye camera, spectral sky scanner, …)

 Modeling tools – Skyglow, Illumina, …



 Suomi-NPP (Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership) developed by US 
NOAA, launched 28th November. 2011 

 On the polar orbit, mean distance from the Earth surface - 832 km, 
orbiting Earth 14 times per day

 Various devices on board: 
set of spektrometers for 22 different 
channels with different resolutions,…

 Routine data products: cloud cover, 
cloud and aerosol properties, land and
ocean biosphere properties, snow and 
ice cover, surface temperature and fire 



 VIIRS (Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer)
 Data are avialable in HDF5 (hierarchical data file) – API for common 

programming languages are available.

 For  our purposes, VIIRS contains:
 5 spectral channels with high resolution (371 x 378 m), 

 16 spectral channels with medium resolution (742 x 259 m) and

 1 channel for Day/Night band with resolution 742 x 742 m. 

 Each HDF5 file contains data:
 Exact geographical coordinates of each pixel

 Satellite position as seen from a given pixel (azimuth and zeith angle)

 Position of Sun and Moon (azimuth and zenith angle) for a given pixel in a 
given time,

 Moon phase (important for correction of reflected radiance)





Raw satellite data are stored as RDR data
(Raw Data Records), which are corrected for the
most common calibration or transfer errors
(incomplete data) by various algorithms.

After the corrections of radiance data,
positioning and other data are joined and stored
as SDR (Sensor Data Record) available in HDR5
file format.

M1 – M7 bands - useful for spectral reflectance
data (during day)
DNB – useful for night radiance quantification



 Clouds over the selected locality – data are useless:
Solution: find clear days in meteorological data or use geotiff files 

 Border between day and night – data are useless
Solution: as previous

 Geotiff files – averaged monthly data for the whole globe, data with 
cloud cover, moonshine and errors are excluded. Disadvantage: large 
files for fast computers (several gigabytes). 



 Bow-tie effect – because Earth is not flat -> missing 
pixel lines on the edges

 In case of DNB data, this effect is corrected, for daytime 
data from M1-M7 must be corrected manually

 Pixel resolution is not a constant (742 x 742 m), it depends 
on the zenith angle of the satellite with respect to the pixel

 Three shifted sensors for each channel. 



 Day/Night Band: 
detectable radiance: 0,02 - 3.10-9 W.cm-2.sr-1, 
minimum detectable radiance: 5.10-11 W.cm-2.sr-1 (noise level) 



Why to measure light pollution?

 Verification of existing theoretical models.
 Retrieving emission function for the cities
 Prediction of public lighting changes on light pollution
 Quantification of light pollution impact on biosphere

 Devices: 
 A microcontroller-based fish-eye camera (H.A. Solano-Lamphar and F. 

Kundracik)

 CCD camera scanner (L-W. Hung and D. Duriscoe)

 Portable spectral sky scanner (M. Kocifaj and L. Kómar)



 Common near bigger cities 
in USA

 Monitoring of skyglow
changes during various
atmospheric conditions

 Good for model verification



 Moving system controlled with DMX signal
 Spectroradiometer Ocean Optics USB650
 Photomultiplier Hamamatsu H10722-04
 DC input for sensitivity control
 Optical filters for photomultiplier
 Installed on tripod
 Connected to laptop for data acquisition

 Easily portable, quite cheap device



 Field of view is given by the aperture 
behind the optical filter.

 Four different apertures: 8, 11, 14, 17o
 Minimum time of scanning ~ 2 minutes.
 Sky patterns with constant solid angle 



 Photomultiplier Hamamatsu H10722-04
 Spectral response: 185 - 870 nm
 Control voltage: 0.5-1.1 V
 Luminous sensitivity: 1.108 V/lm
 Our minimal measurable luminance: 3.10-5 cd/m2

 Clear sky outside the city ~ 10-3 cd/m2

 Overcast sky outside the city ~ 10-4 cd/m2

 Optical filters: 350-800 nm every 50 nm



 Stable atmospheric conditions
 Measurements with 1 nm step 
 Solving inverse problem to retrieve aerosol properties (e.g. 

aerosol optical thickness, asymmetry parameter, …)
 Or reconstruction of sky radiance map.
 Why is it so important? -> Inputs for numerical predictions



 Skyglow – complex software for modeling light pollution considering 
atmospheric conditions, light sources, position of the observer, … 
(authors: M. Kocifaj and F. Kundracik)



 Verified in Tucson (USA) after changing public lighting to 
LED in 2017 (Barentine et al., 2018). 

 Percentage change of
measured sky luminance
is in a good agreement
with the modeled.  



 VIIRS database:
 Benefits: real-time data, quantification of uplight
 Lacks: data pre-processing, large files (geotiff)

 In-situ measurements:
 Benefits: instantaneous user selected data
 Lacks: lack of devices and stuff

 Theoretical modeling:
 Benefits: comfortable, real-time data
 Lacks: precision of theoretical predictions

All three approaches are important for 
understanding the effect of light pollution and its 

reduction.
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